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הסרט שלי על אבי
אולגה צ׳רטוק
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Уже четыре года, как нет моего
папы. Семена (Шимона) Чертока.
Публициста, журналиста, кино
критика. Папина жизнь и моя,
которая навсегда у меня делится
пополам – с ним и без него. Как
сказал папин московский друг
кинорежиссер Леонид Махнач:
“Все мы состоим друг из друга.
Когда умирают, когда уходят наши
близкие, немножко умираешь и
ты сам”.
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Папина записная книжка: перечисление его публикаций за
1964-65 гг.  My father’s notebook: a list of his publications for

1964-65.
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It has already been four years since
my father died. Semyon (Shimon)
Chertok – publicist, journalist, film
critic. My father’s life and my life,
which is now forever divided into
two: with him, and without him. As
my father’s friend Leonid Mahnach,
Moscow film-maker, said, “All of
us are made of one another. When
those close to us die, we also die
a bit ourselves.”

Cover photos by I. Gnevashev,
M. Gnisyuk, A. Kniazev, L. Dranker
and frames from the film

Папина записная книжка: перечисление его публикаций за
1978-80 гг.  My father’s notebook: a list of his publications for

1978-80.
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My film about my father

My father Semyon (Shimon) Chertok of
blessed memory was a well-known figure
in the Russian-speaking community in
Israel as well as overseas. A publicist,
journalist and film critic, he wrote over
2,000 articles on cinema and photography,

“Капитан Сеня”. Болгария, конец 1960-х.

“Captain Senya.” Bulgaria, late 1960s.

literature and painting, music and the
theater when he lived in Russia. He published eight books on Soviet and world
cinema, on the film festivals of Moscow
and Tashkent, and on the artist Boris
Chaliapin, son of the renowned Russian
opera singer Feodor Chaliapin. He was the
main author for and editor of the annual
Ekran (“The Screen”) in Moscow. As a
journalist for the magazine Sovietsky Ekran
(“The Soviet Screen”), he interviewed celebrated figures in world cinema including
Marcello Mastroianni, Vittorio De Sica,
Anna Magnani, Franco Zeffirelli, Michele
Morgan, MichelpSimon, Claudia Cardinale,
and many others.
The acclaimed Russian poet-singer
Vladimir Vysotsky devoted a song to my
father, his friend Semyon Chertok, whom
he called the “well-known devil named
Chertok, an agent from Heaven, an agent
24

Примеряя национальный халат. Узбекистан,
1968.  Trying on a national robe. Uzbekistan,

1968. Photo by I. Gnevashev

from Israel.” My father was a passionate
Zionist, which is what led to our immigration to Israel in 1979. He lived in the Jewish
Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem until
his death in 2006.

In Israel, my father was a correspondent
and editor for the Russian-language department of the Voice of Israel radio station
for 17 years until his retirement. He wrote
two more books here, Stop-Kadry (essays
on Soviet cinema) and Mayakovsky’s Last
Love (on the last year of eminent Soviet
poet Vladimir Mayakovsky’s life). He
wrote hundreds of articles in the Russian
press in Israel and abroad and lectured to
Russian-speaking emigrants all over the
world on the culture, history and politics of
Russia and Israel.

С актрисой Мариной Влади, 1968.

actress Marina Vlady, 1968.
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Colleagues, friends and relatives in
Moscow, Paris, Sofia, Tel-Aviv and
Jerusalem recall a man who worked a
great deal and who laughed a great deal. In
Paris I interviewed two of his friends, filmmaker Otar Iosseliani, who immigrated to
France from Georgia scores of years ago,
and actress Marina Vlady, the daughter of
post-October Revolution Russian émigrés:
Again the Russian connection, but outside
its physical borders. I interviewed Yiddish
singer Nechama Lifshitz in Tel-Aviv and
noted cinema personalities in Bulgaria.
These are just some of the figures who
took part in the film. My father created
bridges between different cultures. Some
of his friends speak Russian not only with
the “classical Moscow” accent, but also
Russian with many different accents.
I tried to breach the boundaries of
belonging to a certain place or to specifically Russian culture only, trying to
address more essential subjects common
to us all, such as migration, friendship,
family  –  things that make up our lives,
no matter where we live them – as well
as versions of our lives, what could have
happened, and what did not happen. Did
we accurately assess the risks involved in
25

Застолье с кинорежиссером Отаром Иоселиани
(крайний слева), начало 1970-х.  At a party with

film-maker Otar Iosseliani (far left), early 1970s.

moving from one country to another? What
did we renounce and what did we gain to
replace what we sacrificed? Was it worthwhile? How did it change our life? What
would have happened if we had stayed
in Russia? That, of course, we can never
know …
After so many years I look back proudly
at my father’s successful career in the Soviet
Union from the very beginning – a talented
journalist and a Jew – and at the inevitable

no longer read. During his last years he
used the telephone to recite his memorized
reportages to the radio stations abroad.
This film, which I wrote, produced and
took part in as an additional figure in the
narrative, turned out to be my “stage,”
an opportunity to voice my thoughts.
It concentrates mainly on Russian and
Soviet culture, intended first and foremost for Russian immigrants and those

who feel a kinship with Russian culture.
But it is also addressed to native Israelis
and immigrants from all over the world,
opening a window onto at least a part of
the rich and complex cultural trappings
we carried with us to this country, revealing a little of what we kept hidden in our
baggage.
Two photographs: A black and white one
taken in Moscow in 1971 shows my father

Папа на московском рынке, 1968.  Father at a

Moscow market, 1968. Photo by I. Gnevashev

changes in his life after immigration, despite
his tremendous love for Israel. Of those who
were, he thought, too critical about Israel
he used to say, “I know this kind of people.
They are unhappy everywhere.” Here in
Israel he continued to write in Russian only,
and his public remained Russian speaking.
To function and create in a circumscribed
immigrant society invites quarrels, disputes and jealousy.
Because of an eye disease, he gradually lost his sight and, eventually, could

Семен Черток берет интервью у кинорежиссера Франко Дзеффирелли
(в центре). Москва, конец 1960-х.  Semyon Chertok interviewing film-

maker Franco Zeffirelli (center). Moscow, late 1960s.
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and ten-year-old me standing on either
side of a very old tree. Alongside the black
and white photo is a newer one, in color:
40  years later I am in Moscow standing

Новые репатрианты. Мама, бабушка, папа и я
в Центре абсорбции “Гило”. Иерусалим, 1979.

New immigrants: My mother, grandmother,
father and me at the Gilo “Absorption Center” in
Jerusalem, 1979.

near the same tree, this time alone. His life
and mine (see p. 4, Russian version).
We came to Israel from Moscow, my
father’s city, where he had lived all his life
before emigrating – and the city where
I  had lived all my life before coming
here. He came to Israel when he was 48;
the most active, productive, and fullest
part of his life had been lived in Moscow.
Now I am 48, and my life has not yet even
begun. I have not found a replacement for
the spiritual and social abundance I knew
in Russia. This film is a search for myself.
Maybe it will paste together my life the
same way I paste together these frames.
This is a film about nostalgia for childhood; about a full, vibrant life and
emptiness; about family and loneliness.
During the complicated Soviet era people
created, dared despite it all, went against
the stream, and many were far ahead of
their time. Nothing has replaced those
times, not in Russia since the fall of the
Soviet regime, not in Israel – not anywhere. That world has disappeared. Today
vulgarity and superficiality take the place
of culture.
But still there is a hope. The writer’s
calluses that disappeared from my father’s
27

Папа с президентом Израиля Ицхаком Навоном.
Рядом с папой – его друг Аттила Ковари.
Иерусалим, 1980-е гг.  Father with President

of Israel Yitzhak Navon. Next to my father is his
friend Attila Kövári. Jerusalem, 1980s.

hand, because he stopped writing during
his last years, have now appeared on my
own hand … Maybe, as one of my father’s
friends wished for me, this film “will not
bring you to another labyrinth but will help
you find your way.”
			

Olga Chertok
Jerusalem, 2011

